
2022 GRANTS AWARDED

Next Gen 
Philanthropy Program

Through participation in the B’nai
Tzedek program, young fundholders
have the opportunity to learn more
about modern philanthropy and
strategic grantmaking by becoming
actively involved in the Next Gen
Grant Making process to make
heartfelt grants to organizations
and causes they care about within
the Jewish community. 

Following this year’s committee
meeting in June, four grants
totaling $17,000 were awarded to
support social impact programming
serving Jewish Northeast Florida.
Applications were open to all local
Jewish nonprofits with a new or
existing program concept centered
on solving or improving social
injustice challenges facing our
community today. During the
process, our committee of teens
engaged in meaningful dialogue
around what social impact issues
were most important to them and
the change they desired to see in
our community to achieve better
outcomes. After reviewing and
scoring a multitude of proposals
and video submissions from our
partners, the committee voted to
award the following grants:

Jacksonville Jewish Center
The Civil Rights Youth Trip will invite teens from all local Jewish
organizations to participate in a six-month educational series to
learn about the history of civil rights, racism and antisemitism along
with the intersectionality of these issues. This will culminate in a trip
to tour historic sites and museums in Atlanta, Montgomery, Selma
and Birmingham, as well as several community-based social action
projects within those locations visited.

NCSY JAX Jewish Student Union
The JSU Ends Hate Program seeks to reach thousands of students,
Jewish and non-Jewish, and educate them on the tragedies and
lessons of the Holocaust as well as how to address hate in our
community and on our campuses amidst the current rise of
antisemitism. The program will also bring the Hate Ends Now Cattle
Car to Jacksonville for a second tour and hopes to offer virtual
tours of Auschwitz.

Jewish Community Alliance and Jewish Federation &
Foundation Young Professionals and Families (YPF) in
partnership with 904Ward and Dr. Caroline Gruenbaum of the
Posen Library
The Blackness and Race in Medieval Jewish Cultural Seminar will
be a new education-based program designed to examine how
medieval culture has influenced modern concepts of racism and
Black identity, which some believe also shaped Nazi ideology. In
analyzing this history, participants will be presented with resources
to facilitate self-reflection and question internalized biases.

Congregation Ahavath Chesed
The Temple Tweens and Teens Mental Health Program intends to
engage students in educational discussions about mental health
within a safe space. Understanding that young people in the
Jewish community are not immune from the statistics related to
anxiety, depression, violence, self-harm, and even suicide that
impact youth in Northeast Florida and nationally, this program will
provide resources for facing important issues such as social media
influence, peer pressure, bullying, and antisemitism.


